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ABSTRACT
Since 1914, when Ottolengui first described it, dentists and patients have been tormented with root resorption, an
unwanted but typical sequence of orthodontic mechanotherapeutics. It has been demonstrated that among other
potentially hazardous chemicals, the orthodontic equipment employed has a considerable impact on root repair. The
root repair process is highly linked to periodontal ligament necrosis damage. When intense orthodontic pressures are
applied for an extended length of time, hyalinization of the underlying periodontal ligament can occur quickly.
Protective leukocytes from periodontal ligament capillaries mix quickly with osteoclast progenitors to create cells
with high-density genes capable of regenerating mineral tissue. External apical root repair begins when a protective
layer of cementoblasts including the hyalinized periodontal ligament, dies, allowing odontoclasts to rebuild cement
and teeth. Initially, a cemented protective layer is lost, exposing a green cement surface to odontoclastic assaults. On
the other hand, the maxillary second premolar exhibited more excellent root rates in Asians than in Caucasians. The
data were taken as evidence that specific races such as Asians were less likely than longer roots to be involved in root
repair or were impacted by mutant morphology. In addition, radiographic examination of intermediate IOPAR therapy
can detect at-risk teeth and suggest the necessity for appropriate rest to improve performance or anatomical structure.
Treatment of afflicted individuals should be continued with caution and proper use of high-intensity light while
avoiding movements linked with re-screening such as ingesting.
Keywords: Dental resorption, Orthodontics, Dental care, Dental health
INTRODUCTION
Since 1914, when Ottolengui first described it, dentists
and patients have been tormented with root resorption, an

unwanted but typical sequence of orthodontic
mechanotherapeutics.1 Ketcham et al carefully researched
the topic and wrote a seminal paper on it in 1927.2,3 Since
then, further study has been conducted and control and
protection measures have been recommended. It has been
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demonstrated that among other potentially hazardous
chemicals, the orthodontic equipment employed has a
considerable impact on root repair.4 According to
Hartsfiel et al roughly one out of every twenty
orthodontic patients might be treated with at least a 5 mm
root canal reduction.5 According to this data, root repairs
are the second most prominent result of orthodontic
treatment after white-spotted lesions on their tooth
enamel. It has also been shown that root regeneration can
occur during or after dental treatment, endangering the
stability of treatment outcomes and dental health. A
recent study has primarily focused on the link between
cause and effect and potential preventative or therapy
methods for this heinous occurrence. Furthermore, the
study emphasized the genetic and molecular
underpinnings of the disease and assisted nurses in
determining who could be impacted. The purpose of this
review was to offer the physicians and academics a grasp
of the prevalence and prevention of the orthodontically
induced dental resorption process.
Methods
This literature review was based on an extensive literature
search in Medline, Cochrane and EMBASE databases
which was performed on 15 November 2021 using the
medical subject headings (MeSH) or a combination of all
possible related terms, according to the database. To
avoid missing potential studies, a further manual search
for papers was done through Google Scholar while the
reference lists of the initially included papers. Papers
discussing prevalence and prevention of orthodontically
induced dental resorption were screened for useful
information. No limitations were posed on date, language,
age of participants or publication type.
DISCUSSION
Pathophysiology
The root repair process was highly linked to periodontal
ligament necrosis damage. When intense orthodontic
pressures were applied for an extended length of time,
hyalinization of the underlying periodontal ligament can
occur quickly. Protective leukocytes from periodontal
ligament capillaries mix quickly with osteoclast
progenitors to create cells with high-density genes
capable of regenerating mineral tissue. External apical
root repair began when a protective layer of
cementoblasts including the hyalinized periodontal
ligament dies, allowing odontoclasts to rebuild cement
and teeth. Initially, a cemented protective layer was lost,
exposing a green cement surface to odontoclastic
assaults.6,7 Reduction was most often visible on
radiographs in the apical root region because the third
apical root was coated by cellular cement, which was
dependent on active cells and vascular cells, the absence
of which rendered the area prone to injury and associated
cell damage.8 According to one study, blood veins filled

47% of the periodontal ligament space at the apical
region, compared to 4% at the cervix's end.9
In addition, the severity and hardness of the cementum
modulus decreased from the cervix to the apical region,
providing apical regions that were prone to
regeneration.10 In addition, during movement, fullness of
tooth movement (mid-rotation) was evident in the apical
region of the roots. This, together with the variability in
the shape of the periodontal fibers, can increase the
trauma of one-third of the root system.5
Arranging the dental resorption process
Brezniak et al suggested the original categorization of
root regeneration as a process technique.11 According to
their definition, a regenerative event can only affect the
outer surface of the tooth root while maintaining the
capacity for complete regeneration or regeneration
(cement or divine remodeling). Alternatively, root
regeneration can reach dentine and produce a
morphological change (tooth restoration) or it may
progress and lead to complete repair of hard tissue,
leading to a reduction in the root (circular root
restoration).12
Risk factors
A review of the available literature revealed some risk
factors that put the patient at risk of recurrent trauma
when subjected to orthodontic equipment. These were
either standard or local characteristics.
Age, gender and race
Although many studies showed a link between the
patient's age at the start of treatment and the frequency of
root canal, Sameshima et al found a rise in incidence in
adults.13 Sinclair et al validated these findings in a nonhuman study corroborated them in human research. 14,15 A
reduction in periodontal vascularity and apathy and thick
cement and its strong attachment to the third apical
portion of adults were proposed reasons leading to the
rise in root remodeling in adults. Although most research
showed a minor interaction between genders and root
canal reversal, Sinclair et al found a less substantial rise
in male occurrence.13 Furthermore, there were conflicting
claims that men and women were susceptible to the
treatment, leaving experts perplexed. Sameshima et al
were supported by recent research, whereas Geraldo et al
were produced by gender inequality in the man
experiencing root morphology with pipette-shaped roots
among young males who reported a rising inclination for
root repair.13,16 According to Kathryn et al theory, women
have shorter root morphology than men of all
ethnicities.17 Ethnic differences were considerable as
demonstrated by studies indicating Asians were less
likely to experience root recurrence than Caucasians and
Hispanics.18 Kathryn et al investigated the length of pretreatment roots in four races.17 Caucasians and Hispanics
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were discovered to have deeper roots than Asians and
Native Americans. On the other hand, the maxillary
second premolar exhibited more excellent root rates in
Asians than in Caucasians. The data were taken as
evidence that specific races such as Asians were less
likely than longer roots to be involved in root repair or
were impacted by mutant morphology.

length and resorption retrieval has also been proven to be
beneficial. When compared to critical teeth, an increase in
the number of teeth following endodontic therapy showed
resistance to the regeneration process.33
Orthodontic biomechanics and root resorption

The immune system and the root system have a close link
as seen by the growing number of allergy patients. IgE
levels were elevated in patients with asthma, atopy and
allergies.19 Asthma, in especially, caused an imbalance
between T helper one and T helper two cells, with the
latter promoting lung congestion and inflammatory
mediator production.20 The released cytokines attracted
inflammatory cells in the lungs, producing an increase in
histamine, prostaglandins and leukotrienes synthesis.
These characteristic molecules entered the bloodstream
and go to the periodontal ligament, where they interacted
with target cells involved in tissue regeneration and tooth
movement.21 Furthermore, excessive use of orthodontic
force in asthmatic patients frequently resulted in tissue
stress and necrosis and subsequent cell function, which
led to the restoration of hard tissue. Aside from asthma,
illnesses linked with poor bone turnover such as
hypothyroidism, can cause greater stress on the roots of
the teeth due to the orthodontic loads employed, resulting
in root canals.22

The critical condition of fixed devices has previously
been examined compared to the treatment of tooth
extracts.34 While Beck et al reported that there was no
statistically significant difference in recovery rates
between the light-wire mechanics and the edgewise
techniques, a study reported that light-wire patients had a
high incidence and increased root recurrence.29,35 It was
observed that when the exercise was performed as part of
the light-wire operating system, root canal regeneration
increased fourfold. Alexander et al reported the presence
of motion or circular motion during mechanotherapy was
studied as a possible cause of recurrence.28 Root
replacement had occurred as a result of excessive
horizontal root transfer or torquing.36,37 Formalized
paraphrase the most root replacements have been
observed during the measurement of 3 mm torque motion.
Almost all studies found a clear correlation between
treatment duration and root replacement.36,37 A study
investigated the influence of the type of energy utilized in
the restorative pattern, whether continuous or interrupted,
and discovered regions with the most negligible impact of
apical blunting and low resorption when applied energy
was impacted.38

Hereditary links

Dental root resorption at the middle of treatment

Numerous studies have sought to correlate root
replacement with patient genetics and discovered that
persons with homozygous IL-1 allele 1 were 5.6 times
more likely to undergo root replacement than those who
do not fit at all. These people have lower IL-1 secretion,
which resulted in minor bone remodeling (regeneration)
and more damage to the root structure. 23,24 Another gene
that appeared to be related to root restoration was
TNFRSF11A gene, which received the bone healing
protein RANK. Reduction of expression of any gene
involved in bone remodeling can lead to dental root canal
stress and can impair root repair.23,24

Intra oral peri apical radiograph (IOPAR) continued to be
the major investigative technique used to detect root
restoration after treatment. To put the recovery procedure
to the test, there were numerous catch programs and
grading systems accessible. Modern digital imaging
methods such as cone beam computed tomography
(CBCT) with low radiation intensity and high precision,
have proven to be indispensable.4 Durack et al compared
IOAPR to CBCT for retrieval pits and determined that
IOPAR had limitations and errors.39 The IOPAR test,
according to Sherrard et al can lower root length by an
average of 2.6 mm, but the CBCT variance was only 0.3
mm, making it a secondary testing approach.40 The main
problems with using CBCT were the related quantities of
radiation, the cost and the behavioral difficulties.

Systematic pathologies

Teeth physics and mechanics
Most research has shown that medial incisors play an
essential role in root retrieval.25-27 However, two studies
the lateral incisors were the most affected, followed by
molars and canines.28 The canine was the tooth with the
highest recovery rate in the mandibular arch, followed by
the lateral and central incisors.18 A study reported the
anchoring bends placed on the mesial portion of the
molars opening for the bite compressed the distal roots to
bone sockets, resulting in substantial root retrieval on
molar roots.29 Previous adversity and root restoration
exhibited after orthodontic treatments is related with pretreatment root healing.30-32 The relationship between root

Panoramic radiographs used less radiation, needless
patient and operating time and have higher patient
cooperation, making them the most trustworthy approach,
as evidenced by the difficulties of detecting the roots of
direct morphology.22 Resorption in the middle incisors, it
was not easy to identify. Figure 1 showed a comparison
of the root canal process in the maxillary central incillator
as detected by IOPAR and orthopantomography. To date,
there were no reliable biomarkers identified for
measurement on the side of the dental regeneration
process. The need for chemical markers was enhanced by
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the acquisition of certain dental proteins in gingival
crevicular fluid such as products from root replacement.41
Healing and repair
When orthodontic pressures were removed, active root
regeneration ceases and the process of partial, functional
or anatomic remodeling started.42,43 Partial repair occured
when the new cementum did not cover the exposed
dentine entirely, leaving an open gap. Functional healing
occured when the exposed dentine was entirely covered
with a thin layer of repair cementum, but the initial line
was not re-established. The most common type of repair

was anatomic correction, which involved restoring a
portion of the root to its original line. In two studies,
anatomic repair needed at least eight weeks of rest,
whereas partial and functional corrective processes were
visible during the first four weeks.42,43 A study in 1995,
the percentage of the repair process was explicitly
established as 25% during the first four weeks (partial
discharge), 40% during the seven weeks (functional
correction) and 12% beyond four weeks. 44 A study found
that an eight-week rest caused an anatomic correction in
four examined teeth independent of the amount of force,
compression or orthodontic damage done. 43 It was
determined that a four-week pause was required for the
remedial procedure to be implemented.

Figure 1: IOPAR imaging showing dental root resorption.46

The addition of cement or acellular cementum resulted in
repairing root resorption particles, Vardimon et al used
extension studies such as defective acellular correction
and fast cellular healing to explain this process. 45 The
insertion of an acellular cellum through the bottom of the
cavity thus defined the initial rise in repair tissue. Sharpey
fiber was lightly attached to this stratum. Following that,
embedded growth was seen using a cementum composite
of extrinsic (Sharpey) and internal fibers. This was
because of a distinct separating procedure. Acellular
cementum was formed slowly and happened during the
early phases of rest. Later, when healing was fast,
cementocytes get stuck inside their animals because of
complete mineral absorption. This theory was
corroborated by two studies, who postulated conspicuous
acellular cementum in dental restoration following shorter
rest periods of two weeks compared to teeth with more
extended rest periods (seven weeks).42,43

CONCLUSION
Orthodontic treatment is widely known to be associated
with root reduction. A thorough medical history,
preparatory feature testing, radiographic assessment of
root morphology changes and cautious planning and
orthodontic equipment, can all assist in reducing the
incidence of root regeneration. Radiographic examination
of intermediate IOPAR therapy can detect at-risk teeth
and may suggest the necessity for appropriate rest to
improve performance or anatomical structure. Treatment
of afflicted individuals should be continued with caution
and proper use of high-intensity light while avoiding
movements linked with re-screening such as ingesting.
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